Restaurant Review Classification and Recommender System
Problem Statement
One of the most effective tools any restaurant has is the ability to track food and beverage sales
on a daily basis. A daily business review, as this type of report is often called, allows for a place
to build a history of business. It can help analyze sales trends, payroll costs, customer counts and
predict future sales. So in this paper we will propose a methodology by which users can review
the daily sales from the previous year, looking for trends to help them plan for this year.
Background
The high failure rate of new restaurants- estimates including two out of three restaurants close in
the first year, or three out of four close in the first two years, and so on and so on.
A major problem why new restaurants don’t make it past a few years is that owners and
managers don’t know how to handle the day-to-day finances. Knowing how to manage cash
flow, understanding a restaurant’s daily business review and keeping payroll and inventory under
control are all essential parts of managing the day-to-day finances of any restaurant that can all
be eliminated by following the methodology proposed in this paper. RMS Restaurant
Management Systems are the crucial technology components that enable a single outlet or
enterprise to better serve its customers and aid employees with food and beverage transactions
and controls.
Methodology
Step 1: Understanding Restaurant Cash Flow
Cash flow is the amount of cash coming in versus the amount of cash going out of our business
on a daily, weekly and monthly basis.
If we don’t understand this basic concept of restaurant finances, we put ourselves at great
financial risk. One of the most important aspects of managing a restaurant’s cash flow is to
properly budget for upcoming expenses, such as rent, mortgage, utilities and food orders. Never
rely on credit for more than a week from suppliers to buy food.
This will help prevent users from over buying food and spending more cash than we need to.
Also, paying cash up front will often garner a small discount with food distributors.
Step 2: Keep Payroll Under Control
Like cash flow and daily sales, another area to be vigilant about is our restaurant payroll.
Managing staff time is tricky. we need enough staff to give excellent customer service- both in
the front of the house and in the back of the house, but we don’t want to over staff. Overstaffing
creates two problems- we pay more and servers to make less in tips. So referring to our daily

business reviews from previous years can help us staff accordingly. Also having a clear policy
about staff asking before switching shifts can reduce the potential for overtime.
Step 3: Take Simple Steps to Save Your Restaurant Money Every day

While there are several big ticket ways to save money at our restaurant, such as investing in
energy efficient appliances, there are plenty of cheaper ways to save money every day. Switching
to energy efficient light bulbs and installing low flow faucets are inexpensive ways to save
money over the long run. Other ways to save money include keeping inventory low and updating
your menu (making sure food cost is correct, getting rid of items that don’t sell)

